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1. Introduction. Serre [15] established that, under appropriate conditions,

H£~"(D, Q.n~p)x[H"(D, Op)]*, where D is an «-dimensional, a-compact complex

manifold, Í2r is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic r-forms, and Z7£ stands for

cohomology with compact supports. As Serre shows, when D is not compact, the

above duality need not hold. In this paper, we derive a formula which is valid in

all cases.

Specifically, we put natural topologies on all the cohomology groups, making

the groups linear topological spaces. Then (Theorem 3.1)

Hl-"(D, Q"-") » [Hq(D, Qp)]* © Rq + 1(D, Qp)

and

Hn-q(D, O"-") SS [Hq(D, Q")]* ® Rq + 1(D, Q"),

where Rq + 1 and R%+1 have indiscrete (trivial) topologies. Rq + 1 measures the extent

to which dg + 1 is a relatively open map. We show that Rq + 1(D, í¿p) = 0 if and only

if Hq + 1(D, Ü") has a Hausdorff topology. Similarly, Rl+1(D, Qp)=0 if and only

if 77¿+1(A ^") has a Hausdorff topology. There is an analogous result (Theorem

3.2) for complex vector bundles.

We then let D be an open subset of the Stein manifold A7. Let X=M — D. The

principal result (Theorem 4.7) is that A7 is the envelope of holomorphy of D if

and only if Z7£(A\ O") = 0 and 77£~ l(X, O") has an indiscrete topology. Here we

can use either a natural topology on H£~1(X, Í2") or its topology as a subset of

Hl(D, Í1") (Theorem 4.12). We also show that 77" - \D, iP) is either 0- or infinite-

dimensional (Theorem 4.5) and give a new proof of the Bochner-Martinelli

integral formula.
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2. Natural topologies for the cohomology groups. We consider three different

ways to calculate cohomology, by Leray coverings, by C°° differential forms, and

by currents (differential forms with distributions as coefficients, see [14] and [12]).

Sheaf theoretical considerations show that all yield the same cohomology groups,

as vector spaces. In this section we show that the various induced topologies are

identical.

We recall that the strong topology for the dual S* of the linear topological

space S is the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets T<= s. That is, a

base for the neighborhoods of the origin may be given by sets of the form

{fe S* | |/(0| <e, t e T and e>0}; T is bounded if given any neighborhood U of

the origin in S, there is a nonzero scalar a such that aT<^ U. We also note that to

calculate cohomology with compact supports on a a-compact manifold, we can

take a locally finite Leray covering by relatively compact simplices. Then ^-cochains

with compact support correspond to elements of the direct sum of the spaces of

sections of the various ^-simplices. The usual diagram chase in the spectral diagram,

taking care to keep compact support, shows that the cohomology derived from the

Leray covering is algebraically identical to the cohomology with compact supports

computed from, say, a resolution by Cœ differential forms.

We shall say that Hq(D, ÍV) has the strong topology with respect to a Leray

covering II if we give the (¡r-cochains of N(U) the topology of uniform convergence

on compact sets on each simplex and then take the direct product with the direct

product topology. We recall that if S=X Si expresses S as a direct product, a

base for the neighborhoods of the origin in the product topology may be given by

sets of the form {s e S | pt(s) e U¡, 1 ¿ í á «} where pt : S -> S¡ is the projection map

and i/j is a neighborhood of the origin in St. Then we give the <¡r-cocycles the sub-

space topology and H"(D, Op) the quotient topology.

For Hl(D, Q?) take the direct sum topology on the direct sum. If S=J.St

expresses S as a direct sum, a base for the neighborhoods of the origin in the direct

sum topology is given by those convex sets V such that it\V) is a neighborhood

of the origin in S, for all t. Here /',: St -> S is the injection. Equivalently, the direct

sum topology is the strongest locally convex topology such that the injections {it}

are all continuous. The box topology on the direct sum has a local base for neigh-

borhoods of the origin consisting of sets of the form V={s e S | pt(s) e Ut for all t}

where pt: S->- S( is the projection map and Ut is a neighborhood of the origin in

S,. We shall show in Lemma 2.1 below that the box and direct sum topologies

coincide for countable direct sums.

We recall that if T is a locally convex topology for S, the weak topology on S

(with respect to T) is the topology generated by the continuous linear functional

on S with the topology T. A base for neighborhoods of the origin for the weak

topology is given by sets of the form {se S\ \f(s)\ <e, 1 ̂ jSn,fi e S*}. We shall

say that H"(D, Í2") has the weak topology with respect to a Leray covering if we

give the direct product its weak topology with respect to the direct product
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topology. The weak topology on Hq(D, Í2P) as thus computed is identical with the

weak topology on Hq(D, Dp) with respect to the strong topology on Hq(D, Í2P)

[7, Theorem 17.13, p. 160]. Similarly, we have a weak topology for H£(D, Í2P).

C°° forms and currents have strong topologies given by, for the former, uniform

convergence on compact sets for all derivatives of the coefficients when we write

the forms in terms of a coordinate covering (the C00 topology), and for the latter,

the strong topology as a dual space. We may also give C00 forms their weak

topology with respect to the C°° topology and may give currents their weak

topology. These yield strong and weak topologies for H"(D, Q.").

Similarly, we can give C°° forms with compact support the Schwartz topology

or the weak topology with respect to the Schwartz topology. Also, currents with

compact support have both strong and weak topologies. These all yield strong

and weak topologies for H£(D, £2P). The Schwartz topology may be described as

follows. Write Z) = (J™=i Kn with Kn<^Kn + 1 and Kn compact. Consider all the C°°

forms „Zs* with support in Kn. Give „F* the C°° topology, i.e., the topology which

it receives as a subset of the C°° forms when these have the C°° topology. Zs», the

set of C° forms with compact support, is the union of the „F*. The Schwartz

topology on F* is the inductive limit topology, i.e., a basis for the neighborhoods of

the origin is given by convex sets V such that V n „F* is open in „F*. An equivalent

topology is given by the following nondenumerable set (2.1) of seminorms. (See

[14, Theorem II, pp. 65-67] for a proof when D = Rn. Schwartz's proof may be

modified to apply to any manifold D.) Let {iî0= 0, Ql5 ü2,..., Í2V,...} be an

infinite sequence of relatively compact open sets in D such that £> = IJ Qv and

Qvc£2v + 1. Let {e} = {e0, eu ...} be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers

which approach 0. Let {w} = {«i0, «i,..., «iv, ■ • ■} be an increasing sequence of

nonnegative integers which approach oo. For each pair {m}, {e}, we get a seminorm

(2.1) A({«2};{e})(0) = sup(    sup      \D"<P(x)\¡e\
v      \xtav;\p\Sm I

where <p is a C°° function, p a multi-index and D" must be taken with respect to a

fixed coordinate covering. For a C°° form, let {0} be the coefficients and apply

N({m}; {e}) to each one and take the supremum.

a: A -> B, a linear mapping between the locally convex linear topological spaces

A and B, is a homomorphism if it is continuous and relatively open, a is then

necessarily a homomorphism in the weak topologies for A and B since the weak

topology on A/ker a is the quotient of the weak topology on A [7, Theorem 17.13

(ii), p. 160] and is also identical with its weak topology when thought of as a

subspace of B [7, Theorem 17.13 (i), p. 160].

We shall say that a sequence A —> B —> C is topologically exact if it is algebra-

ically exact and if a and ß are homomorphisms.

Theorem 2.1. The strong topologies for Hq(D, iV) and H^(D, Op) with respect
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to a Leray covering, C°° forms, and currents all coincide. Similarly, the weak

topologies for H%D, £2") and H$(D, £2P) all coincide.

Proof. Form the usual diagram, such as diagram (2.2). For currents, instead of

£"•*, use Kp-Q, where Kp,q is the sheaf of germs of currents of type (p, q).

(2.2) 0

-> f(d, np)

1/

0

■* F(D,E'-°)->•

1/
0-► C°(N(U), Q.")-► C°(N(VL), E"-°)->

So

*.-i

«.-i

0

■> r(A £"•«)-►

i

» C°(W(U), £"■«)-►

§o

S»-i 8,-!

0-> C(/V(U), O")-> CQ(N(\\), Ep-°)->
do & «¡-i

8,-i

C«(^(U), £"•«)-►

Let H"(N(l\), £2") stand for cohomology as computed from the Leray covering

and H"(D, 0") stand for cohomology as computed from C°° differential forms (or

from currents). (2.2) is the usual diagram for deriving the algebraic isomorphism

H"(D, Up)xH\N(\\), Q").

8:H"(N(\\), ÍV) ->H"(D, Q")

and

8': H"(D, £2") -> H"(H(U), £2")

are isomorphisms given by

and

»,»i   x ° <?„-1 ° So 1 ° ■ ■ ■ ° <90 ° 8q}x ° e ° (77^)  1

77, ° £    ' o 8,_ ! o (90 ! c . . . o 80 o 8Q }x o ¡ o 77,  1.

Here 77,: ker dq -> /7g(7>, Q") and 77;: ker 8, -> H"(N(l\), üp) are the projection

maps. It suffices to show that «9 and 8' are continuous.

We claim that it is sufficient in all cases (i.e., with and without compact support

and in the strong and the weak topologies) to show that the maps r, e and those 8

and 8 which are not in the first row or column are all homomorphisms. For

example, consider 0. 8 is induced by the map on the cocycles, Z"(N(\\), £2"). The
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injection e is continuous. Since á,_x is assumed relatively open, there is a continuous

(in fact an isomorphic) map

S-_V im 8„_x -> Cq-\N(U), Fp-°)/ker 8,_x.

Since eíZ^A^U), Í2p))eim 8q_x by exactness,

8-Ix « e: Z«(7V(U), Í2p) -> C'-K/VÍU), Fp-°)/ker S,^.

#o is continuous and so induces a continuous map

ÖJ: C'-^TVÍU), Fp'°) -> C-KN(VL), Fp-1)/im 0O ° 8,_2.

The kernel of d'0 contains the image of SQ_2, which by exactness is the kernel of

3,.!. Hence d'0 induces a continuous map

C-^NCVL), Fp-°)/ker §,_!-> C'KNQX), £p-1)/im d0 o 8a_2.

Hence d0 o 8~}x ° e is continuous. At C~1(N(U), EpA) we have, as above, a

continuous map

dx o 8Q-i2: im 8,_2 -> Cq-2(N(W), Fp-2)/im äx o§,_3.

im d0 ° 8,_2 is in the kernel of ¿^ ° 8~}2 so that Sj o 8~}2 od0° 8~}x ° e is well

defined and continuous. We may continue in this fashion until we reach Sq_1o So1.

Our target space is C°(A(U), Ev-q)¡im dq_x ° i and we know that the image lies in

ker 80/im 8q_2 o /. This last image is just Hq(D, Í2") and the topologies coincide

because i is a homomorphism.

Finally, as mentioned above, to show that e, i, 8, and 8 are homomorphisms in

the weak topologies it suffices to show them to be homomorphisms in the strong

topologies. This is the purpose of the next five lemmas. If one initially puts the box

topology on the direct sum, Lemma 2.1 becomes unnecessary.

Lemma 2.1. Let S'=2/=i S, be a countable direct sum of linear topological spaces

S,. Then the direct sum and box topologies coincide for S.

Proof. Let U be a box neighborhood of the origin in S. We may assume that

U={s e S \ s, e U,, 1 i£/<oo} where U, is a neighborhood of the origin in S, and

s,=p,(s) is the image of s under the projection map p,: S -> S,. U is convex and

letting i¡: S, -> S be the injection, if1(U)= U, is open in S,. Hence U is a neighbor-

hood of the origin in the direct sum topology.

Conversely, let U be a neighborhood of the origin in the direct sum topology.

Then we may assume that U is convex and that ij~l(U) = U, is a neighborhood of

the origin in S,.

Let Í/; = (1/2J)C„ láZ<oo. We claim that U'={seS | s,e U'„ l£j<oo}<=U.

Verification will show that U is a neighborhood of the origin in the box topology
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and will complete the proof of the lemma. Let se U'. Then s=sh ®- ■ -®sitt

with Sj e ¡J].

s = ±(2hsh)®...®±-(Vnsin)

and

s-'¡-'{^(2''s")e"®¿<2'-J'-)}

Looking inside the braces, we see that s/t is a convex combination of the

/Jv(2yvjiv) e i/v(£/yv)<= Í/. Since U is convex, sjte U. Since U contains the origin

and is convex and since t<l, se U.

Lemma 2.2. e is a homomorphism in the strong topologies for the direct sum and

the direct product.

Proof. It suffices to prove that e is a homomorphism when we restrict to a single

simplex since we may use the box topology on the direct sum.

For the case of C°° forms, uniform convergence on compact sets of holomorphic

functions implies uniform convergence on compact sets of all derivatives. Hence e

is a homomorphism.

For currents it suffices to restrict ourselves to coordinate neighborhoods. Let

S= i/0 n • • • n Uq be a ^-simplex. An element </> e F(S, Qp) is given by

<f> = H,fh-hdzh A ••" A dzlp

where fix...tp is holomorphic. Test forms, of type («, n—p), must be C° and with

compact support. A bounded set T must have common support for the coefficients

and a common bound on each derivative [14, Theorem IV, p. 69]. The injection

of (j> into the set of currents is given by taking <<£, g> = Js <f> A g. To see that s is

continuous, consider a sequence <£¡ of elements of F(S, £2P) which approach 0.

Given any bounded set T of test functions, |g(| < M forg¡ a coefficient of an element

g e T. The g¡ have common support A". Hence, since the coefficients of the <¡>t

approach 0 uniformly on K, (<f>h g> approaches 0 uniformly.

To prove e relatively open, we may work separately on each coefficient. For

simplicity, we assume that Flp = 0, the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions.

In writing test forms with compact support, we shall just write the coefficient. It

suffices to show that if a net {fa}aeA -> 0 as a net of distributions, then {/„} -> 0,

as holomorphic functions.

Let A = {0, p} be a closed polydisc with 2A contained in our given coordinate

neighborhood. The Cauchy integral formula gives

(£i-*i)-•■(£„-*„)
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Let £ = (£i,.. ., £„) = (/!<?'"i,..., rnew") = rew. From above,

fa(z) = (±Y f f(z + rë°)d9i---d9n.

We want a test function roughly like t(z) = rx ■ ■ ■ rn. Let tv(z) = r(rv) with r(rv) C°°

and with nontrivial support in the interval p/2Srv^3p/2. Let t(z)= nï-i rv(z)-

Then /(z) is independent of 0.

fa(z) tdi\-- dr„ = fa(z)t drx-- drn
J0ár¡S2o Joár,g2í>

= (y-)"í       í      w+réy¡Yiri

(2.3)
x ddx ■ ■ ■ d9nrx dr± ■•■»",, uVn

= (¿)"</a,f/nr1>.

From (2.3) we obtain

(2.4) fa(z) = (ij^t drx- dr)j JL </„ í/ür,).

Since the net {/„} converges, the right side of (2.4) converges. But in fact we may

translate our test function (and r) a little and still retain a bounded set of test

functions since we can retain common compact support. The right side of (2.4)

converges for bounded sets of test functions and thus the left side of (2.4) converges

uniformly. Since 5 is a-compact, this implies uniform convergence on compact sets.

Lemma 2.3. ; is a homomorphism in the strong topologies for the direct sum and

the direct product.

Proof. First for C1 forms. An open set in C°(N(\\), £"•') consists of chains

with norm conditions on a finite number of simplices so that i is continuous. To

see that ; is relatively open, take for instance W={feY(D,Ep,t)\ ||/|U<e}.

Then K can be covered by a finite number of open sets W¡ such that W¡ is a relatively

compact subset of some element Ui e 11. Let V e C°(N(ll), Epd) be

{g e C°(N(l\), £"•')! \\g\\Wt <e}.

V is an open set such that i(W)=>(V n i(Y(D, £"•')) so that i is relatively open.

For C°° forms with compact support we think of the Schwartz topology as the

inductive limit topology taken over C" forms with fixed compact support. Then to

prove / continuous we need only prove continuity on each set of C°° forms with

common support. Since a finite number of simplices in A(ll) are involved, /' is

continuous.

To get an open set W in l\(D. Epl) use the seminorms (2.1) to define

W={fe r*(Z>, £"•') | N({m};{e})(f)<\). The condition N({m}; {e}X/)<l   puts
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only a finite number of conditions on / restricted to the compact sets £)„-£}„_!.

As above, cover the Flv-Ùv.x by locally finite sets Wt such that the W^ are open

and each is a relatively compact subset of some element t/¡ e U. Then each simplex

t/( contains only a finite number of the W¡ and thus /' is a relatively open map.

For currents with arbitrary support, in the direct product we have bounded sets

T, of test functions for a finite number of simplices. (J T¡ is a bounded set of test

functions for F(D, KpA) since they have support within a fixed compact set and

common bounds on all derivatives. Hence î is continuous. To prove / relatively

open, take a bounded set S of test functions, with support within the compact set K.

Take a C*° partition of unity {pa} subordinate to U. Use test functions {paS}.

Since K can meet only a finite number of simplices, we get an open set in

C°(N(U), Kp-1).

For currents with compact supports, to show i continuous consider an open set

V in Cl(N(tX), Kpd). For each simplex U¡, V has a bounded set TK of C° test

functions with compact support. S=\J Tt provides a bounded set of test functions

for r*(D, K"yt) so that / is continuous.

Finally, to show i relatively open, let S be a bounded set of test functions for

F*(D, KpA). {paS} provides a bounded set of test functions for each simplex U¡

when we assign to t/¡ those functions pa with support in U¡.

Lemma 2.4. S( is a homomorphism for the direct product and the direct sum.

Proof. Let/be a i-cochain.

8tf(U0rv • -n Vt+1) = 2 (-l)f/(t/o n- • -n 0,rv• -n ut + x)
¡ = 0

so that 8( is continuous for C" forms and currents in the direct product and the

direct sum.

We examine the inverse map 8f_\ mapping t cocycles to /- 1 cochains as given

in [5, Lemma VI.D.3, p. 188]. Let »={P,} be a locally finite refinement of U.

For each Vu piV^eW such that KjC^Kj). Let nVi be a C°° partition of unity

subordinate to 33. A '-cocycle fe C'(/V(ll), £p-s) or fe Cl(N(U), Kp-S) satisfies

8(/=0. f=2vi(nv,f). Introduce the (t- l)-cochain gv¡ e C'-^NÇll), E"-s) or

gv¡ e Cp-\N(U), Kp's) defined on any (/- l)-simplex(7= U0 n- ■ -n Ut.x e N(\\)by

gv¡ =0 if H n V{ = 0,

= (-l)PK/Xt/on---n(7i_1np((/i))   if Mr» K, # 0.

The cochain g = L<?v1 6 C'-^^U), £p's) or ge C'^JVOI), K"-s) is well defined

and satisfies 8t-xg=fi-

We note that 8t_1 keeps compact support. To examine continuity, we first note

that the refinement SS and the partition of unity {nVi} can be chosen independently

of the cochain. For Cœ forms, a compact set K in a (r— l)-simplex meets only a
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finite number of t simplices so that the choice of gVt is continuous in both the direct

product and the direct sum. Similarly for currents.

Lemma 2.5. 8 is a homomorphism in the direct sum and direct product for C°°

forms. For currents, 8 is a homomorphism in the direct sum and direct product if each

simplex is a domain in Cn.

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma on each simplex. For C°° forms we have

the open mapping theorem for Fréchet spaces, so that S is a homomorphism. For

currents we must go back and examine the inverse map as given in [2, Lemma 1.2,

p. 96]. We first want to verify that after suitable modifications and restriction

mappings, this map is continuous.

We are in Cm. Dolbeault considers a fundamental solution for the Laplacian.

Let sn be the area of the unit («- l)-sphere. Let r(x, y) he Euclidean distance in

real 2w-space. For m> 1, let g0(x, y) = (2m—2)~ 1s2mr2'2m(x, y). For m = 1, let

go(x, y)= -(I/277) log r(x, y). Let 0 be a C°° function with compact support.

(2.5) Go0 = jg0(x, y)t(y) dy

is C°° and AGo0 = 0. (2.5) may be extended to differential forms by operating

on each coefficient. If 9 is a current with compact support, let (G9, 0> = <0, Go0>,

where <p is a C°° differential form with compact support.

(2.6) 9 = 2 d" 8"G9 + 2 8"G d"9.

In (2.6) we are using Dolbeault's notation, d" = 8 and 8" is a codifferentiation

operator.

Now suppose we have a 8-closed current t defined in the polyrectangle S.

Multiply t by a C°° function r¡ which has compact support in S but is identically 1

on, for instance, (1 — e)S. This is a continuous map from currents on S to currents

with compact support on S. Let 8 = r¡t. d"9 = 0 on the interior of (1— e)S= W.

AG d"9 = d"9 = 0 so that G d"9 is harmonic and hence (real) analytic on W.

d" 8"Gd"8 = d" 8" d"G8 = \d" AG8 = \d"8 = 0 so that 8'G d"8 is a ¿"-closed C

form on IF'. The map 8 -> 8"G d"8 is continuous because G0 as defined in (2.5)

maps bounded sets of test functions (with compact support) to bounded sets of

test functions (with arbitrary support).

8"G d"8 is a 3-closed C°° form. We must construct continuously a C™ form 7?

such that d"R = 8"G d"8, but this continuity must be in the distribution topology.

Adapt the proof of [5, Theorem I.D.3, p. 27].

To solve the equation dg\8z=f continuously for distributions (with/and g C°°

functions), let r¡ be a function of z alone which is identically 1 on (1— e)W and

has compact support when restricted to the z-plane.
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satisfies dg¡dz=fon(l -2e)Sand depends continuously on/ Using the contruction

of [7, Theorem I.D.3, p. 27] with the above choice of g, we can construct R such

that d"R = d"G d"8. R depends continuously on d'G d"8 and is defined on

iT=(l —ve)W for some v depending only on the dimension m of the simplex and

the degree of d'G d"8.

On W, let s = 2(f"CÖ+ R). From (2.6), on W, t = d"s. The map/ -> 5 is continuous

as desired.

We can now return to the proof of Lemma 2.5. We are assuming that the simplex

D is equivalent to a domain in Cm. Let 3sx = {Vx ¡} be a locally finite cover of D by

relatively compact polyrectangles such that the intersection of polyrectangles is a

polyrectangle. Expand the VlA slightly to form K2i and the cover 332. Expand the

V2¡i and continue until reaching 33q. We observe that for C(N(%sx), Qp), S„ is a

homomorphism since we have Fréchet spaces. Now use diagram (2.2) for D, but

for the left two columns use 9315 for the third 3S2, for the fourth 3S3 and so on. Let

£ e F(D, Kp-") be a current such that 8(=0. Let

A,_v_! = «9,:1 o S,_v_2 o drfx "■•■° ^T-i ° i

and

A, = e'1 o 8q_x o Aq_x,

but for «9_1 use the above continuous construction, making Av a continuous map.

Let <f,=Av(£). Since 8q_x is a homomorphism, there is a continuous map

Íq^C,-1(N(^s1),ü.p)lker8q_1. Let £„-i + e ker S,^ be the image of £, in

C~1(N(%$1), £p-°)/e ker 8„_x. Now we continue the diagram chase to work our

way back to F(D, K"-"'1), but we remain with the cover t^. The £v still depend

continuously on $ after restriction to N(f8x).

S«-i(£«i-i + « ker 8,_1) = 8,_1í,_1 so (í«-i-í«j-i) + e ker S9_i is in the image of

S^-2 by exactness. d0°8q}2 induces a continuous map (£q_x — l,q_x) + EV.er8q_x

-> iQ-2 + d0 ker S,_2 e C"-2(NCßx), K'-l)¡d0 ker 8,_2.

8q_2(£„_ j + d0 ker S„^2) = 8„_2£(J_2 so that, just as above, we have a continuous

map induced by

<?i ° Sq"-13:(<f,,-2-i,-2) + '?o ker SQ_2

-> C_8 + «i ker S,_3 e C^Wx), ^"•2)/â1 ker 8,_3.

Eventually, we get a continuous map to

i0 + d„.2 ker 80 e C°(N(f8x), K"-^)¡dq_2 ker S0.

S0[(fo-ío) + ^-2ker80] = Osothat(íf0-«r0) + a,_2ker80 = í(a» + ea_2r(/7,Ap-''-2))

for some a» e T(Z), A"'""1) such that 0w = f fi» + i3,.2r(!),/xM"2) depends con-

tinuously on £, as desired.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. Strictly speaking, for currents we

have only proved the isomorphism for Leray coverings whose simplices have one
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coordinate system. However, via Cm forms, we know that all Leray coverings yield

the same topology.

3. The duality theorem. The proof of this theorem is essentially a modification

of the proof of the universal coefficient theorem for cohomology. We keep track of

the topological conditions. The term Rq + 1(D, £2P), which corresponds to the Ext

term, is, unfortunately, not defined functorially in terms of the cohomology groups.

Also, our splitting map is not natural.

We recall [7, Theorem 5.11, p. 41] that if S is a linear topological space, F is

the closure of {0} and G is an arbitrary subspace of S which is complementary to F,

then the relative topology for G is Hausdorff and S is topologically isomorphic to

GxF, where F has the indiscrete topology. Also, if S is locally convex, the weak

closure of {0} coincides with its strong closure [7, Theorem 17.1, p. 154] so that the

above decomposition may also be used for the weak topology. We shall sometimes

call F the indiscrete part of S.

Theorem 3.1. Let D be a a-compact, n-dimensional complex manifold. Then

(3.1) Hn-q(D, £2»-') x [H¿(D, £2")]* © R% + 1(D, Qp)

and

(3.2) H£-q(D, LF1-") x [Hq(D, Qp)]* © Rq + 1(D, £2P).

R% + \D, Op) =0 if and only if HI+ \D, £2P) has a Hausdorff topology. Rq + l(D, Op) = 0

if and only if Hq + 1(D, Qp) has a Hausdorff topology.

If Hn'q(D, £2""p) and H£~q(D, iln-p) are given the weak topologies, then (3.1)

and (3.2) are topological isomorphisms when [H£(D, £1")]* and [Hq(D, £2")]* are

given the weak* topologies and Rq + 1(D, £2P) and R% + 1(Z>, £2P) are given the indiscrete

topologies.

If Hn-"(D. iln~p) and Hl~q(D, Q."-p) are given the strong topologies, then (3.1)

and (3.2) are topological isomorphisms when [H^(D, Dp)]* and [Hq(D, £2")]* are

given the topologies of uniform convergence on bounded sets of cocycles and

Rq + l(D, £2P) and R% + 1(D, Q.p) are given the indiscrete topologies.

Proof. We shall only write out the proof for (3.2) in full. The proof for (3.1) is

virtually the same as the proof for (3.2). r(D, Kp-q) is the dual of l\(D, £»-»•*-«)

and r*(Z>, Kp-Q) is the dual of Y(D, En~p-"-Q). Moreover, the strong topologies

agree and the spaces are reflexive.

For the moment, we give everything the strong topology and work with C°° forms.

8q:Y(D,E™)->Y(D, Ep'q + 1)

may be factored as 8q=jq + 1 o ¡q + 1 o dq. Here 8q: Y(D, £"•") -> BQ + 1(D, Dp) is the

projection map of Y(D, £"•") onto Bq + 1(D, ÜP) = Y(D, £p'Q)/ker 8, which is given

the quotient topology. Thus 8q is a homomorphism. Bq+i(D, £2") is algebraically

isomorphic to ßq + 1(D, 0"), the coboundaries. We give ßq + 1(D, Qp) the topology it
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receives as a subset of Zq + 1(D, £}"), theq+1 cycles. iq + l : Bq + 1(D, £lp)-^Zq + 1(D, ÍV)

is   continuous    but   not    necessarily    a   homomorphism.   jq + 1: Zq + 1(D, Ü.")

—> F(D, Ep,q + 1) is the injection of the cocycles into the cochains and is a homo-

morphism.

We have the following algebraically exact sequences

(3.3) 0-> Z\D, £2") —> T(D, Ep-q) —?-> Bq + 1(D, £2P)-> 0,

(3.4) 0-► Bq(D, £2p) —í-> Zq(D, Ü") -^-> Hq(D, Qp)-> 0.

(3.3) is topologically exact. 77, is a homomorphism.

We claim that diagram (3.5) is commutative and algebraically exact except for

the middle row.

0 0

77* /'*

0-> [H"(D, Q.p)]* ——> [Z"(D, £2")]*-► [B"(D, Q.")]*

rr*

- Jl -

(3.5) F*(D, Kn-p-n-q~1)  n-"-1> r*(D, Kn-p-n-q)    """   > F*(D, Kn-p-n-q + 1)

jut
Jq + x 5*

[Zq + 1(D, Qp)]* ———> [Bq + 1(D, £2p)]*   Pq + 1  > coker i*+x-> 0

Y

0 0

Commutativity follows from our factorization of 8 as 8=j ° i ° 8. Exactness of

the first row follows from the algebraic exactness of (3.4) and from the fact that 77,

is an open mapping. For the last row, exactness corresponds to the definition of

cokernel as range/image [9, p. 12]. Exactness for the columns follows from the

topological exactness of (3.3) and [7, Theorem 17.14, pp. 160-161]. Also, by [7,

Theorem 17.14, pp. 160-161], tt*,j*, and 8* are all homomorphisms in the weak*

topologies since they are adjoints of homomorphisms. Give coker /„*+ x the quotient

topology, making pq + 1 a homomorphism.

We can chase diagram (3.5) as in [9, p. 77] to obtain the following topologically

exact sequence.

(3.6) 0 -* coker j*+1 -► //£-*(£>, Lln~p) —----^-> [Hq(D, Ü.")]* -* 0.

8* ° pg + x is continuous. Since im «9* contains im 8*_q_x,

Pq + i° (8*) "1 : im «9*/im S* -> coker i',*+1
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is a continuous inverse for 8* ° pq + x- ("•*)   1 °j* is continuous, (j,*)  ' ° -n* provides

a continuous inverse.

To prove (3.2) let R"+1(D, Qp)=coker i*+1. For (3.1), let R%+1(D, Qp)

= coker i'|>î+1. Since we have vector spaces, (3.6) splits algebraically but we must

still verify the topological conditions.

To show that coker/'„*+1 receives the indiscrete topology, we must show that

i*+1[Zq + 1(D,np)]* is dense in [Bq + 1(D, Ü")]*. Let /: Bq + 1(D, £2P) -> C be an

element of [BQ + 1(D, £2P)]*. We need only consider a weak * neighborhood U off

given by U = {g e [Bq + l(D, Qp)]* | \f(xi)-g(xi)\ <«, 1^/^j}. Define a function /

on the subspace S spanned by the x, as /(xf) =/(Xi). ¡Q+1(S)cZ' + 1(fl, Qp) is

finite-dimensional and hence receives the usual topology as a subspace of

Zq + 1(D, Qp) [7, Theorem 7.3, p. 59]. Then/may be considered as a continuous

linear functional on iQ + 1(S). Now extend/to F, a continuous linear functional on

all of Zq + l(D, £2"). tf+xFeU, proving that coker i'*+1 does have the indiscrete

topology.

Since (tt*)-1 oj* ¡s continuous and [Hq(D, 11")]* has a Hausdorff topology, the

image of coker z*+1 is closed in Hn~q(D, £2n_p). Thus the image of coker i'*+1 is

the closure of {0}. By [7, Theorem 5.11, p. 41], (3.2) is a topological decomposition.

This proves (3.2) for the weak topology and as remarked above, a similar argument

proves (3.1).

Before turning to the strong topologies, we note that the image of coker iQ*+1 in

r*(Z), ZC"-"•"-«) is necessarily the weak closure of 8*(Y*(D, Kn~'•»-«-l)) since

coker i,*+1 maps onto the indiscrete part of H£~q(D, Q.n~p).

Now give all the duals except [Hq(D, Op)]* in diagram (3.5) the strong topology.

y„* remains an open mapping since Y(D, EPA) is reflexive [7, Theorem 20.2, p. 190].

8* is not assumed to be a homomorphism, although it is continuous. We give

[H"(D, Í2P)]* the topology it receives as a subset of [Zq(D, £2")]* so that n* is a

homomorphism. The topology on [H"(D, £2P)]* is then that of uniform convergence

on bounded sets of cocycles.

(3.6) remains algebraically exact and (it*)'1 oj* remains a homomorphism.

coker ;'*+1 has the same image in Y*(D, Kn~p-n~q) as before, the weak closure of

d*(r#(D, K"'"-"'"'1)). But the weak closure of a subspace is the same as its strong

closure since we are dealing with convex sets [7, Theorem 17.1, p. 154]. Thus, giving

coker /*+ x the indiscrete topology again makes 8* o p-^, a homomorphism and it

maps coker z'Q*+1 onto the strong closure of {0} in [Hq(D, £2")]*. Hence, we again

have the direct sum decomposition of (3.1) and (3.2).

It remains to verify that RQ+1(D, ilp) = 0 if and only if Hq + 1(D, LV) has a

Hausdorff topology, and that R%+1(D, £2") = 0 if and only if Z7£+1(Z), Q.p) has a

Hausdorff topology. Unlike as in the proof of (3.1) and (3.2), we must handle each

case separately.

First consider Hq + i(D, LI") and compute by C^ forms with the strong topology.

If Hq + 1(D,Q») has a Hausdorff topology, then iq+1(Bq + 1(D, Llp))=ßq+1(D, ÍV)
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is necessarily closed in Zq + 1(D, £2P) and we have a continuous map of one Fréchet

space onto another. Hence /„ + 1 is a homomorphism and every function which

is continuous on Bq + 1(D, Dp) is continuous on ßq + 1(D, £2P) and thus has a

continuous extension to Zq + 1(D, £2P). Hence /<*+1   is onto and coker í'q*+1=0.

Conversely, assume that /<*+1 is onto, which is equivalent to coker i*+x = 0. We

want to show that ßq + 1(D, £2") is closed. We know that every continuous functional

on Bq+1(D, Flp) is the image of some functional on Zq + 1(D, £2P) and since every

continuous functional on ßq + 1(D, £2") extends to Zq + 1(D, £2"), the linear functionals

on Bq + 1(D, £2P) and on ßq + 1(D, £2") coincide. Thus Bq + 1(D, £2") and ßq + \D, Qp)

have the same weak topologies. Hence the injection /,+1 : Bq+1(D, £2P)^Z"+ 1(D, £2")

is weakly relatively open. By [7, Theorem 21.9, p. 205], the image of i'„ + 1 is closed.

Hence Hq + 1(D, £2P) has a Hausdorff topology as asserted.

Now for Hl+1(D, £2P). Suppose that H%+1(D, Qp) has a Hausdorff topology,

then from (3.2), Rn-q(D, £2n"p) = 0. By our previous result, Hn~q(D, £2"-p) has a

Hausdorff topology. By (3.1), we must have R%+1(D, £2P) = 0. Now assume that

R%+1(D,rlp)=0. By (3.1), Hn-q(D,Qn-p) has a Hausdorff topology. By our

previous result, Rn ~ "(D, £2" ~p) = 0. By (3.2), H%+ l(D, £2P) has a Hausdorff topology.

We see from Theorem 5.2 that Serre duality, Hl~q(D, £2n~p)x[Hq(D, £2P)]*,

occurs if and only if Rq+\D, £2P) = 0, which occurs if and only if Hq + 1(D, £2")

has a Hausdorff topology. But since we can compute HQ + 1(D, £2P) by Fréchet

spaces and we have an open mapping theorem for Fréchet spaces, Hq+1(D, £2P)

has a Hausdorff topology if and only if 8q is a homomorphism.

Serre [15] works with analytic fiber spaces with vectorial fibers. These correspond

to locally free sheaves. Thus we may choose a set of matrices M"" which represent

a locally free sheaf and proceed, following Serre, to define differential forms and

currents. If M"" represents the fiber space V, we let V* be the dual to V. The

transformation matrices for V* are Mttß = i(Maß)~1. Theorem 2.1 is true; its proof

may be modified by working locally on those open sets where we have a trivial

fiber space. The proof of Theorem (3.1) may be similarly modified to prove the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let D be a o-compact, n-dimensional complex manifold and let V

be an analytic fiber space with base D with a vectorial fiber. Then

(3.7) Hn~q(D, iln'p(V*)) x [H&D, £2p(K))]* © R%+1(D, £2P(K))

and

(3.8) HI - q(D, £2" - p( V*)) X [Hq(D, £2P( V))}* ® R"+ \D, £2P( V)).

R%+1(D,LV(V))=0 if and only if H%+1(D,LV(V)) has a Hausdorff topology.

Rq+1(D, £2p(K)) = 0 if and only ifiHq + 1(D, QP(V)) has a Hausdorff topology.

If Hnq(D, £2"~P(K*)) and H£-q(D, £2"-p(I/*)) are given the weak topologies,

then  (3.7)  and (3.8)  are  topological isomorphisms  when  [Hg(D, £2P(K))]* fl«<7
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[Hq(D, QP(F))]* are given the weak * topologies and Rq + 1(D, Q."(V)) and

R%+1(D, QP(V)) are given the indiscrete topologies.

If H"-q(D, £2n"p(F*)) and Z7£-'(£>, Q"-p(F*)) are given the strong topologies,

then (3.7) and (3.8) are topological isomorphisms when [Z7Q*(ZJ>, QP(F))]* and

[H"(D, iV(V))]* are given the topologies of uniform convergence on bounded sets of

cocycles and Rq + \D, £2P( V)) and R%+ \D, £2P( V)) are given the indiscrete topologies.

For currents or C°° forms, and with or without compact support, from its

definition as coker /*+ x and [7, Theorem 17.13, p. 160], R"+ \D, Q.") = 0 if and only

if 8q + 1 is a homomorphism in the weak topologies. Combining this with Theorem

2.1, we have the following result.

Proposition 3.3. Let D be a a-compact complex manifold. For currents and Cm

forms, with or without compact support, 8 is a homomorphism in the weak topologies

if and only if it has closed range.

4. Applications to domains in Stein manifolds. If D is a complex manifold, let

(°D he the set of global holomorphic functions on D.

Theorem 4.1. Let D be a Riemann domain over a Stein manifold such that (Pn

separates points. If H^(D, £2") 1 ̂ q^n— 1 has a Hausdorff topology and is finite

dimensional and if H£(D, £2") has a Hausdorff topology, then D is a Stein manifold.

Proof. Hq(D, G)x[Hl'q(D,iln)]* lûqûn-l by Theorem 3.1. Thus D is a

Stein manifold by [8, Theorem 4.1].

If X=M — D, where D is an open set in a complex manifold M, we have the

following exact sequence.

j s /
(4.1)    -> H&M, £2p)-> Hi(X, £2")-> Hq + 1(D, "p)-► Hq + \M, Qp)->

[4, Theorem 4.10.1, p. 190]. i,j, and S may be given as follows. Given a 3-closed

differential form (or current) f e Y*(D, £"•"), let ;'(cls f) be the cohomology class

of | where f is extended by 0 to all of M. j(cls Q, £ e Hq(M, £2") is defined by

restricting £ to X. Finally given els a> e H£(X, £2P), extend o> to any arbitrary C°°

form w' with compact support on M. £W vanishes on some neighborhood of X

and thus may be restricted to D to represent a class in H%+1(D, £2").

Now assume that M is a Stein manifold. H£(M, £2P) = 0 for 0^q^n-l, so,

algebraically

(4.2) H$(X, £2p) X H%+1(D, Op),       0 g q g «-2

and the following sequence is algebraically exact.

s ' j
(4.3) 0 —> Hl~l(X, £2p) —► H£(D, O") —> 77£(A7, Qp) —^ H&X, £2P) —► 0.

We shall give H£(X, £2") the (nonintrinsic) topology that it receives from

Hq-X(D, £2") for q^n-2, via (4.2), as a subspace of 77n(7), £2P) for q = n- 1 and
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as a quotient space in (4.3) for q = n. (See Theorem 4.12.) We then have a weak

and a strong topology. Since we shall only be concerned with Hausdorff properties,

this distinction will not be necessary in general.

The following theorem includes one of Friedman's [3]. p is held fixed.

Theorem 4.2. Let D be a domain in a Stein manifold M of dimension à 2. Let

X=M-D. Then

l\(X, £2P) x H\D, £2").

Hl(D, £2P) = 0 if and only if X has no nonempty relatively open, compact subsets.

Hl(D, £2P) always receives a Hausdorff topology. X has no nonempty relatively open,

compact subsets if and only if Hn~1(D, £2P) has the indiscrete topology.

Proof. r*(X, L2p)xHj¡;(D, £2P) by (4.2). We have the identity theorem for £2P

since it is locally free. Consider a section s e F*(X, £2P). The support of s is open

since we have the identity theorem. The support of 5 is also necessarily closed. Thus

if F*(X, £2P)#0, X has a nonempty, relatively open compact subset. Conversely,

suppose that X has a nonempty relatively open compact (and hence closed) subset

Xx. X= Xx u X2, Xx n X2 = 0. Let Vx and V2 be disjoint open neighborhoods of Xx

and X2. Define fe F*(X, £2P) as zero on X2 and as the restriction to Xx of some

nonzero element of £2P on Ux. (Since local coordinates are given by elements of

<9M, there are many global sections of £2P.)

Consider the topology T of pointwise convergence of all derivatives for the local

coefficients in F%(X, £2P). T is a rather weak topology but it is Hausdorff. For

consider a nonzero germ in T*(Ar, £2"). By the identity theorem, at least one of its

coefficients must have a nonzero power series expansion at some point of X.

X+ 0, for otherwise F*(X, £2P) = 0.

To show that 7/*(Z», £2P) has a Hausdorff topology, it suffices to show that

r: Hl(D, £2") -> F*(X, £2P) is continuous with the weak topology on Hl(D, £2P).

The mapping r may be given explicitly as follows. Choose a representative «f for

the cohomology class. We may let <f be a C* form with compact support. Extend <f

to be a C"0 form with compact support on M. Since 77J(M, £2P) = 0, there is a

C™ form w e F*(M, £2P) such that Sou = f. co is in fact unique since if £W = f,

w — w' would be analytic with compact support and thus identically zero. Let

r(cls <f) = cls(co|x).

Extending <f to all of M is continuous in the weak topologies since a test current

on M restricts to a test current on 77. a> depends continuously on <f by Proposition

3.3.

Finally we must show that the restriction of co to A' is continuous, co is a C00

differential form which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of X. Therefore, evalua-

tion at a point of X of some derivative of a coefficient of co is just the restriction of

a current to those a» holomorphic in a neighborhood of X. Thus the restriction map

is continuous, r is a continuous map since it is the composition of continuous maps.
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Since H"-1(D,&)x[HJl,(D,nn-p)]*®Rl(D,Sln-''), H^^D,^) has the

indiscrete topology if and only if Hl(D, £2"^p)^;0.

We have an isomorphism Hn\D, £2n)/7?|(Z), Q.n)x[Y(X, CO)]* so that any en-

closed (n, «- 1) form w must represent an element of [F*(A', C')]*. This pairing can

be given explicitly as follows.

Let/e Y*(X, CO), so that/is a holomorphic function defined on some open set

U^X. Think of/as a distribution. We assume for simplicity that X is compact.

Take F to be the union of C1 simplices and such that X<= F<= [/c [/. To find the

image off in Hl(D, 6) we must first extend/to all of M. This can be done by

forming the distribution/which equals /on V and vanishes outside of V. of has

compact support in D.

(8/, w} = </, -§«,> = - r fdw = - f 8(fw) = - f d(fa) = - r fa
Jv Jv Jv Jdv

by Stokes' theorem.

Suppose that A' is a point p. Then/->/(/?) is a continuous linear functional on

Y(X, i?) in the topology of pointwise convergence and hence a continuous linear

functional on Hl(X, CO). Thus the functional f^f(p) must correspond to an

element a of Hn-l(M-p,Q.n). By [8, Lemma 3.1, p. 107], Hn-\M-p,Q.n)

corresponds to Laurent series of the form

2      aH...Vnzii---zl»
vi.vn<o

which converge for |zj| >0, all i. If the z¡ are local coordinates, <z¡/, tu> = 0. Hence

oj corresponds to a/zj ■■ • z„ for some constant a. For M = Cn, by [8, (3.8)],

\\zx • • • z„ corresponds, up to a multiplicative constant, to

1    n

-^ 2 ^¡ ̂ i ^ dzx A • • • A dzi A í/z¡ A • ■ • A <7z„ A dzn,
r    i = l

where dzt indicates that this term should be omitted from the wedge product. We

have thus derived the Bochner-Martinelli integral formula [1, Theorem 6, p. 662]

and [10, (9), p. 280] up to a multiplicative constant. This constant may be evaluated

by choosing a specific surface and using partitions of unity suitably adapted to the

surface.

Theorem 4.3 (Bochner-Martinelli). Let z be a point in a region V which is the

union of C1 simplices. Then for any function which is holomorphic on a neighborhood

ofV,

f(z) - cw L ipîi» à {li~i] i

A dzx A • • • A dz¡ A dzi A • • ■ A dzn A dzn.

The next theorem is weaker than a result of Malgrange [10, p. 236].

Theorem 4.4. Let D be a domain in a Stein manifold. Then Hn(D, Qp) = 0.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1, Hn(D, üp)x[H°(D, £2*~p)]* ® Ri(D, £2"-p). But

Hl(D, £2"-p) = r*(Z), £2"p) = 0since D is not compact. Also R^(D, £2"-p) = 0 since

Hl(D, £2n_p) has a Hausdorff topology by Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 4.5. Let D be a domain in a Stein manifold. Then H" ~ \D, £2P) is either

0 or an infinite-dimensional vector space.

Proof. Hnl(D, Dp)s;[/7¿(A £2"-")]* © R%(D, £2"-p). If the image of a Fréchet

space is of finite codimension in a Fréchet space, then the image is closed, [15,

Lemma 2, p. 21]. Thus the indiscrete part of any H"(D, £2P) is necessarily 0 or

infinite-dimensional. Finally, by Theorem 4.2, H$(D, £2"-p)^r*(A', £2n"p), which

is either 0 or an infinite-dimensional Hausdorff space. Hence [H%(D, £2"~p)]* is

either 0 or an infinite-dimensional space.

Theorem 4.6. Let D be a domain in a Stein manifold M such that X=M— D is

compact. If Hq(X,iV) = 0 for q^l, then Hq(D, £2"-p) = 0 for l^q^n-2 and

Hn~1(D, £2n"p) has a Hausdorff topology.

Proof. We may assume that «^2. From (4.2), H£(D, £2P) = 0 for 2^c7^«-l.

Also H£(D, £2P) has a Hausdorff topology by Theorem 4.2. From (4.3), we have

that

0 —> Hi(D, £2") —> H&M, £2") —> 0

is an exact sequence, i is continuous since it is induced by extending currents with

compact support on D to all of M. Since H£(M, Q.p)x[H°(M, £2P)]* has a Haus-

dorff topology, Hl(D, £2P) must have a Hausdorff topology. From Theorem 3.1,

H\D, il"-") x [Hl~q(D, £2p)]* © Rl~q + 1(D, £2P).

R%~q + 1(D, £2") = 0 for all q since we have Hausdorff topologies on the

H^-q + 1(D, £2p). Thus H"(D, £2"-p) = 0 for 1 ̂ q^n-2 and Hn-\D, £2n"p) has a

Hausdorff topology.

Theorem 4.7. Let D be a domain in M, a Stein manifold. Let X=M- D. Then

M is the envelope of holomorphy of D if and only if H^'1(X, £2") has the indiscrete

topology and H¡(X, iln) = 0.

Proof. First assume that M is the envelope of holomorphy of D. Then <SMxOD

and [OM]*X[0D]*- By Theorem 3.1, H¡(D, Qn)x[0D]* © R\D, 0) and H$(M, £2»)

~ [®m]*- It thus suffices to show that i restricted to [0D]* is bijective, for then the

result follows from the exactness of (4.3).

The map i: [0D]* -*■ [0M]* is given as follows (see Diagram 3.5) and is the

adjoint of the restriction map @u -> 6D. Take a continuous linear functional <f> on

GD and extend it to a continuous linear functional on the C00 functions on 77.

This is a current $ with compact support. Now extend «f by 0 to be a current with

compact support on M. i is injective, for if i'(<£) = 0, then $ is zero on GM and thus
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zero on 0D since every element of COM comes from 0D. Thus 0 = 0. / is surjective, for

given g e [C0M]* consider g as an element of [&D]* and then apply i.

Conversely, if H$(X, On)=0 and Hl~\X, £2n) has the indiscrete topology, (4.3)

yields the following algebraically exact sequence.

S i
0 —► Hl - \X, Qn) —> H&D, Qn) —> Hn(M, Ü") —> 0.

Since i is continuous, ker i contains the indiscrete part of 77J(Z), Qn). Since

8Hn'1(X, Cl") is the kernel and has the indiscrete topology, ker i=R1(D,Lïn).

Hence i induces a bijection

i: [H°(D, Q0)]* -> [77°(A7, Q0)]*    or   /: [C0D]* -> [C0M]*.

Now give [C0D]* and [CrM]* the strong topologies, i, as the adjoint of a continuous

map, is continuous and thus has a closed graph. As duals of Montel Frcchet

spaces, [C0D]* and [C0M]* are barrelled and fully complete, [7] and [13]. A closed

graph theorem may be applied [13, Theorem 1, p. 10] to conclude that i is a homo-

morphism. Instead of the closed graph theorem, we can apply an open mapping

theorem [6, Corollary 11, p. 80] and conclude as before that i is an open mapping.

Now take duels again with the strong topologies. /*: C0'MxOD since the spaces are

reflexive.

Thus M and D have isomorphic Fréchet spaces of holomorphic functions. It

now suffices to observe that i* agrees with the restriction map.

Theorem 4.8. Let X=M— D where D is a domain in the connected Stein manifold

M. Then H*~1(X, £2") has the indiscrete topology if and only if ' C0M is dense in <BD.

Also, H!¡.(X, £2") =0 if and only if the restriction map p: C0M^OD is a homomorphism

in the strong topologies.

Proof. The map i: H¡(D, £2") ->■ H¡(M, £în) induces the map i*: [0D]* -> [0M]*,

and i* is the adjoint of p. If C0M is dense in <SD then i* is an injection since the

values of a continuous linear functional on C0D are determined by its values on C0M.

If <9M is not dense in 6D, let T=ßM^(9D. Select a function/ which is 0 on F and

nonzero on S, a one-dimensional subspace of C0D.f is continuous on T+S. Extend

/to a continuous linear functional on 0D. i*(f) = 0, so that /'* is not injective and

Hn~l(X, O") cannot map only to the indiscrete part of Z7£(A O").

For the second part of the theorem, we first observe that p is an injection by the

identity theorem. If p: (9M -»■ 0D is a homomorphism, then the adjoint map

i*: [C0D]* -»• [C0M]* is surjective by the Hahn-Banach theorem. If ¡* is surjective,

by [7, Theorem 21.9(v), p. 206], p is a homomorphism.

Theorem 4.9 (Runge). Let D<=E be domains in C1. Then C0E is dense in &D if and

only if E— D has no nonempty relatively open, compact subsets.

Proof. We apply Theorem 4.8. X=E- D. H°(X, Q.n)xY*(X, CO) which vanishes

if and only if X has no nonempty relatively open, compact subsets.
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In Theorem 4.7, we have been using (4.3) to give H£~1(X, £2") a topology. We

can, however, give H£ ' X(X, £2") a natural topology, i.e., one which depends only on

arbitrarily small neighborhoods of X, which has the same indiscrete part.

A (9-closed form or current cu represents a class in Hl(D, £2") which is in the

closure of zero if and only if a> vanishes when evaluated against all holomorphic

functions on D. Suppose co has support in the compact set A. We first wish to

show that there is a subdomain F which contains A, has compact closure and is

such that co vanishes on GF.

Suppose D is a Riemann domain over Cn such that (9D separates points. Suppose

also that D = ljm = i F)m with 7»mc Dm + X. Let Em be the envelope of holomorphy of

Dm. There are natural locally biholomorphic projection maps 77rs : £s-> £r for

rä s and 77: £s -> C\ for all s. Let £ be the direct (inductive) limit of this system.

£ has the structure of a Riemann domain over C and we have projection maps

ns: £s ~* £•

Lemma 4.1. Let C be a compact set in E. Then there is an Eq and C,c:£¡ such

that TTq: C -> C is onto and is biholomorphic in a neighborhood of C

Proof. Cover C by a finite number of open polydiscs Ar such that for each Ar

there is an £r and A, with 7rr: A, -> Ar biholomorphic. Suppose p e Ax n A2. Then

p\ eAj andp'2 eA2 such that ■n1(p'x)=p and Tt2(p'2)=p are equivalent. Thus there is

an s and p e £s such that ttsx(p'x) = ^(pi) =/>'• tts(p') —P- Since Ax n A2 is connected,

77sl(Ai) u 77s2(A2) must be mapped biholomorphically onto Aj u A2 by t7s. Next look

at Aj u A2 u A3. A3 n (Ax u A2) can have at most two components so that the above

lifting process need only be performed twice in order to find an £, such that

77(1(Ai) u 77f2(A2) u 7ri3(A3) is mapped biholomorphically onto &x u A2 u A3 by 77,.

After a finite number of steps we can lift (J Ar, proving the lemma.

Theorem 4.10. Let D = (J Dm, Z»m<=£»m + 1. Let Em be the envelope of holomorphy

of Dm. Let E be the direct limit of the Em. Then E is a Stein manifold and the envelope

of holomorphy of D.

Proof. Let d be the distance function on £ [5, p. 44]. By [5, Theorem IX.D.4,

p. 283], £ is a Stein manifold if and only if — log d is plurisubharmonic. It suffices

to prove that -loge/ is locally plurisubharmonic. Let p = -rrs(ps). Then there is a

neighborhood Us of ps which is mapped biholomorphically by 7rs onto a neighbor-

hood U of p. We claim that for qs e Us, d(-rrs(qs)) = limi_00 d(Trts(qs))- Since we have a

monotone sequence, this equality shows that —logd is plurisubharmonic. Given

any compact polydisc A centered at rrs(qs), by Lemma 4.1, there is a / and polydisc

A(c£( such that 7ri(At)=A. Letgi eA( be 77(" 1(tTs(qs)). Thent7(' and qs are equivalent.

For some w, TTws(qs) = TTwl(q't). Trwt maps At biholomorphically, so that d(rrs(qs))

=Umt_xd(iTti(q,)).

Thus £ is a Stein manifold.

Every holomorphic function on D extends to a holomorphic function on £m.
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A^sÁPt)) =f(Pt), so that / is well defined on £. Hence £ is the envelope of holo-

morphy of D.

Theorem 4.11. Let D be a domain in a Stein manifold M such that D = {Jm = x F>m

with Z)mcZ)m + 1. Then given any compact set K<^D, there is an m such that any

/c C0Dm can be approximated by C0D uniformly on K.

Proof. First suppose that M=Cn. Let £ be the envelope of holomorphy of D

and £m the envelope of holomorphy of Dm. Since £ is a Stein manifold there exist

nested subdomains £v such that £=U £v, £v has compact closure, and <SE is dense

in (9Ew. Suppose KcEv. Then any fe C0E]i may be approximated by (PE uniformly

on K. By Lemma 4.1, £v is the biholomorphic image of some E'v<^Em, for some «7.

Hence every holomorphic function / on Dm extends to a holomorphic function /

on Em and determines a function / on £v. This last / may be approximated by

(9D = (9E uniformly on K.

For arbitrary M, embed £ as a submanifold of C2n + 1. There exists a neighbor-

hood t/of £and a holomorphic retraction -n : U ̂  E [5, Theorem VIII.C.8, p. 257].

Let D' = 7r-\D)and D^tt-^DJ. D' = {J D'm and D'm<=Z)m + 1. Now given K<=D,

by our previous result there is an m such that any g e C0Din can be approximated by

CrD. uniformly on K. Since -n is holomorphic, any feC0Dn induces g=f° rr e C0Din.

g equals/on Dm and can be approximated by ®D-, By restricting the approximating

functions to D, we can approximate/by 0D.

Finally we can return to our discussion of the topology on H*~X(X, Q.n). We

shall define two natural topologies, one using C° forms and one using currents.

The former is derived from a strong topology, the latter from a weak one. Consider

pairs (U, K) such that U is an open neighborhood of X and K is a closed subset of

U such that X n K is compact. These form a directed system with (U, K)7±(U', K')

ifU<= U' and Un K'<=K. Let Y#(U, K-E"-^1) be the C00 forms defined on U with

support in K and let Y#(U, K; Kn,n 'l) be the similarly defined currents. These yield

cohomology groups H#~1(U, K; £2"). There is a natural restriction map

P(U, K), (£/', A"): H%-*(U', K'; Q.«)^ H%-\U, K; £1")

and the inductive limit is algebraically isomorphic to H^'1(X, Qn). Thus to put a

natural topology on Hl~x(X, £2n) it suffices to put a natural topology on

Y#(U, K; E"-71-1) or Y#(U, ZCiZC1-""1). Give the C°° forms the topology of uniform

convergence on compact sets of all derivatives. Give Y#(U, K; K"'"'1) the weak

topology generated by all C°° test forms œ on t/such that supp oj n Kis compact.

Call the topology derived from CK forms the strong inductive topology and the

topology derived from currents the weak inductive topology.

Theorem 4.12. The strong inductive topology for H£~l(X, £2") is stronger than

the strong topology. The weak inductive topology is stronger than the weak topology.

0 has the same closure in all four topologies. For the inductive topologies, w is in the
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closure of 0 in H^~1(X, £2") if and only if some representative of co is in the closure

of 0 for some H%~\U, K; £2n).

Proof. To show that the inductive topologies are stronger than the other

topologies it suffices to show that the map 77£ ~ 1(X, £2n) -> H£(D, £2") is continuous.

We need only show that the map Z%-\U, K; £2n) -> H%(D, £2") is continuous for

all (U, A). Construct a C°° function p with compact support on U which is identi-

cally 1 in a neighborhood of X n K. Then given co e F#(U, K; En-n~x) or

co e F#(U, A; A"'""1) such that 8w=0, 8(pw) represents the image of co in 77J(D, Dn)

and depends continuously on co.

For the last parts of the theorem, let els co e H£(D, £2") be such that els co is in

the indiscrete part, co may be either a C" form or a current. Then w vanishes on

@D. Let A be the support of co. By Theorem 4.11, there is a relatively compact

region Dm such that 0D approximates 0Dm on K. Thus co also vanishes on (9Dm.

Using the weak topologies, we have a net coa -> co, where oja = 88a and the 8a have

compact support in Dm. Let £' be a relatively compact region in M which is a

Stein manifold and contains Dm. Then co vanishes on <9V and hence is exact on £'.

cu = 30. 88a -> 88 on £'. By Proposition 3.3,0a +ker ¿3^0 +ker «9 in r*(£', A^""1)/

ker8n_x or in T*(£', £n,n-1)/ker 8n_x. Thus 0 is in the weak closure of those

8e e r*(£', A""'"-1) or 0P e r*(£', £»•«-!) such that 8„ is the sum of a current (or

form) with support in Dm and a current (or form) which is «9-closed and has compact

support in £'. Thus 8 must also be in the strong closure of the 8B. For C°° forms

we now use the strong topology. We retain the weak topology on the currents.

Take a compact set H which is a neighborhood of £'. The map from C°° forms

with compact support in £' to C° forms with compact support in H is continuous.

Thus 8 is the strong limit of a sequence 0V of C°° forms with compact support in H

such that each 0V is the sum of a form with support in 77m and an exact form on 77.

Restrict the 8V and 0 to M-Dm= U, an open neighborhood of X. Each 0V is exact

on ¿7. 77 n U= H' is the desired closed subset since H n X is compact. Since 0V -> 0

uniformly in all derivatives, 0V -> 0 in F#(U, H '; En'n~1) as desired. For currents

we have, as above, that 8a ~> 8 on £' and the 8a are exact on U. We need to show

that 8a -> 8 in r#(<7, 77'; A^*"1). <0a, f> -> <0, r> for any Cœ test form on £'.

Let j be a test form for F#(U, H'; Kn-n~1). Since supp s n 77' is compact, s may be

extended by 0 to all of £'. Then <0a, i> -> <0, j> since í is now a test form on £'.
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